
Recharging a mobile phone’s
internal battery usually occurs

under control of a proprietary charging
algorithm that resides in the baseband
controller. The charger connects to the
internal battery through a P-channel-
MOSFET switch of low on-resistance
(Figure 1). A baseband controller sup-
plies a PWM signal that drives the
switch. To minimize power dissipation
and consequent thermal problems in
the phone, the charging supply—usu-
ally a plug-in transformer assembly—
features internal current limiting and

has specifications that correspond to
the battery’s chemistry and charge-
recovery requirements.

However, if the baseband processor
stalls for any reason, the nearly direct
charger-to-battery connection could
damage the battery. To circumvent the
problem, another circuit monitors the
charger’s PWM input and disables the
series power switch after a predetermined
delay interval (Figure 2). The circuit
operates independently of the baseband
unit’s processor and allows charging to
resume when the PWM signal returns.

In this circuit, microprocessor super-
visor IC1, a Maxim MAX6321 that
includes a watchdog circuit that can
monitor software execution, drives IC2,
a normally open SPST analog switch.
Components R4, D2, and C1 protect IC1
and IC2 by limiting VCC to a maximum
of 5.1V. Resistor R4’s value isn’t critical
because the protection circuit’s quies-
cent current is low  at approximately 30
�A. Select R4 to provide just enough
current—for example, 0.5 mA—to bias
zener diode D1 into the “knee” of its
characteristic V-I curve.

the limited large-signal response does
not affect most applications.

High-performance FET input opera-
tional amplifier IC1, a Texas Instru-
ments OPA656, provides a voltage gain
of two. This configuration yields a
bandwidth of approximately 200 MHz
(Figure 2). The OPA656 can drive
50� back-matched loads for a total
load of 100�, which results in a 6-dB
gain loss for which IC1’s gain of two
compensates for a net gain of unity. The
OPA656 also introduces lower noise
and distortion than that of most com-
mercially available, active FET-based
probes.

The probe in Figure 3 fits into a
small section of brass hobby tubing.
The input connector comprises a small
SMA edge-launch connector that you
can easily adapt to other connectors,
including the BNC and its many acces-
sories. The probe requires 5 and �5V
at approximately 18 mA each, which
you can obtain from an instrument’s
probe-power connector if available 
or from a linear supply designed around
an ac wall transformer. For best
results, use 78L05 and 79L05 voltage
regulators to stabilize the supply 
voltages.

Standard miniature 50� coaxial
cable connects the probe to the meas-

uring instrument. For the flattest fre-
quency response and uniform gain, ter-
minate the probe’s output with 50�;

the circuit requires no dc-output-block-
ing capacitor.EDN

Watchdog circuit protects against loss 
of battery charger’s control signals
Andy Fewster, Maxim Integrated Products Inc, Hampshire, UK
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Figure 2 The probe’s measured �3-dB frequency response extends from 10 Hz
to 200 MHz with slightly less than 1-dB passband ripple, which compares favor-
ably with the �2-dB response of many commercial active-FET probes.

�

Figure 3 You can assemble the probe on a piece of breadboard that fits into a
section of brass tubing from model and hobby shops. An SMA input connector
matches a multitude of adapters and probe tips, a few of which are shown.
Use a rubber grommet to close the probe’s output end.
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The protection circuit consumes no
power except when the battery under-
goes charging and therefore doesn’t bur-
den the battery. Supervisor IC1 provides
a RESET output that can serve as a
charger-ready interrupt input to the
baseband-controller CPU. The RESET
output’s open-drain structure allows its
connection to other circuits that oper-
ate from different supply voltages. Sup-
plying power to the watchdog and
PWM circuits only during charging also
prevents reverse current from flowing
into the IC1’s RESET output and dis-
charging the battery via a sneak path.

The timing diagram illustrates the
circuit’s operation when an active
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Figure 1 A typical mobile phone’s battery-charger input circuit comprises a
series switch controlled by a PWM signal.

Figure 2 Adding watchdog protection to the circuit of Figure 1 guards against battery damage when the baseband proces-
sor stalls or ceases software execution.
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Figure 4 When PWM pulses cease, the watchdog circuit
disables the charger after a 1.6-sec interval.

Figure 3 Reset-timing relationships for the circuit of
Figure 2 illustrates its power-on behavior. 
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For many applications that re-
quire power-supply currents of a

few amperes or less, three-terminal
adjustable-output linear voltage regu-
lators, such as National Semiconduc-
tor’s LM317, offer ease of use, low cost,
and full on-chip overload protection.
The addition of a few components can
provide a three-terminal regulator
with high-speed short-circuit current

limiting for improved reliability. The
current limiter protects the regulator
from damage by holding the maximum
output current at a constant level, IMAX,
that doesn’t damage the regulator (Ref-
erence 1). When a fault condition
occurs, the power dissipated in the pass
transistor equals approximately VIN�
IMAX. Designing a regulator to survive
an overload requires conservatively

rated—and often over-
designed—components
unless you can reduce, or
fold back, the output
current when a fault
occurs (Reference 2).

The circuit in Figure
1 incorporates foldback-
current limiting to pro-
tect the pass transistor
by adding feedback
resistor R4. Under nor-
mal conditions, transis-
tor Q2 doesn’t conduct,
and resistors R1 and R2
bias MOSFET Q1 into
conduction. When an
output overload occurs,
Q2 conducts, reducing
the on-state bias applied
to Q1 and thus increas-
ing its drain-source
resistance and limiting
the current flowing into
regulator IC1, an LM317.
Adding R4 makes Q2’s
bias current dependent
on the output voltage,
VOUT, which decreases
under overload condi-
tions.

For the circuit in Figure 1, you can
calculate the maximum foldover and
short-circuit currents, IKNEE and ISC,
respectively, as follows:

In a practical design, you select val-
ues for IKNEE and ISC and equal values for
R3A and R3B and then use equations 1
and 2 to calculate resistors RSC and R4.
For the circuit in Figure 1, the output’s
maximum and short-circuit currents are
fixed at 0.7 and 0.05A, respectively.
With R3A and R3B set to 100�, solving
the equations yields values of 0.73� for
RSC and 4.3 k� for R4.You can demon-
strate the circuit’s performance by
applying a variable-load resistor that’s
adjustable from 0 to 200�. As Figure
2 shows, the output’s simulated and
measured voltage-versus-current char-
acteristics, VOUT  andIOUT, respectively,
are in close agreement.EDN
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charger connects to the phone’s charg-
er-input socket (Figure 3). In this
example, the MAX6321-HPUK30-CY
that IC1 uses is factory-trimmed for a 3V
reset threshold, and the -CY suffix indi-
cates complementary reset outputs and
a 1.6-sec delay interval. The reset inter-
val begins when VCC reaches 3V�45
mV. After 200 msec, RESET goes low,

and RESET goes high.
The RESET output releases the

SPST analog switch, IC2, which
enables the PWM input. Meanwhile,
the active WDI (watchdog input)
monitors the PWM input signal. If no
signal transitions occur within 1.6 sec,
the RESET and RESET outputs
become active, disabling the PWM

input and pausing the charger algo-
rithm using a CPU interrupt that the
charger-ready signal conveys (Figure
4). All active and passive components
for the circuit are available in surface-
mount packages. Pass transistor Q2, a
Siliconix-Vishay SiS5853, includes an
integrated Schottky diode, D1.EDN
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Figure 1 This circuit adds foldback-overcurrent protection to
a linear regulator.
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Figure 2 Simulated and measured foldback-current
responses to a load resistance that varies from 200 to
0.01� show close agreement. 

Circuit adds foldback-current protection
Rafael García-Gil and JM Espí, Electronic Engineering Department, University of Valencia, Spain
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